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QUESTION 1

You are developing a web page that includes the following HTML. 

 Hello There!  

The font color of text inside the span must be red. 

You need to develop the web page to meet the requirement. 

Which two CSS segments will achieve the goal? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose two.) 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: AC 

You can refer to class, by .redText, or the span, by span#myTextSpan. 

 

QUESTION 2
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You are developing an e-commerce website. Users place products into a shopping cart. You need to ensure that the
shopping cart data is available between browser sessions. Which object should you use to store the shopping cart
data? 

A. clientStorage 

B. localStorage 

C. applicationStorage 

D. sessionStorage 

Correct Answer: B 

With local storage, web applications can store data locally within the user\\'s browser. 

HTML local storage, better than cookies. 

Before HTML5, application data had to be stored in cookies, included in every server request. Local storage is more
secure, and large amounts of data can be stored locally, without affecting website performance. 

Reference: https://www.w3schools.com/html/html5_webstorage.asp 

 

QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 

You are developing an application by using JavaScript. 

You must write a function named Add that returns the sum of the variables named v1, v2, v3, v4. The addValues
function must call the Add function and use the appropriate owner object. 

You need to complete the sum function. 

How should you complete the relevant code? (To answer, drag the appropriate code segment or segments to the
correct location or locations in the answer area. Use only code segments that apply.) 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

* What is the difference between call and apply? 

apply lets you invoke the function with arguments as an array; call requires the parameters be listed explicitly. 

Pseudo syntax: 

theFunction.apply(valueForThis, arrayOfArgs) 

theFunction.call(valueForThis, arg1, arg2, ...) 

Reference: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/1986896/what-is-the-difference-between-call-and-apply 

 

QUESTION 4

You develop an HTML5 webpage. You have the following HTML markup: 
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You need to add a background color to the first article in each section. Which code segment should you add to the
webpage? 

A. $ ("section article:first-child").css("background-color", "#f2f2f2"); 

B. $ ("section:first-child").css ( "background-color", "#f2f2f2"); 

C. $ ("article:first-of-type") .css("background-color", "#f2f2f2"); 

D. $ ("section:first-of-type").css("background-color", "#f2f2f2"); 

Correct Answer: C 

The :first-of-type selector matches every element that is the first child, of a particular type, of its parent. Reference:
https://www.w3schools.com/cssref/sel_first-of-type.asp 

 

QUESTION 5

You develop an HTML5 webpage. You have the following HTML markup: 

You also have the following JavaScript variable defined: 

var languages = []; 

You need to add statements to an existing JavaScript function to sort the list items. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? (Develop the solution by selecting the required code segments and
arranging them in the correct order.) 
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Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Note: 

The getElementsByTagName() method accesses all elements with the specified tagname. 

Example: 

// Get the listitems and setup an array for sorting 

var lis = ul.getElementsByTagName("LI"); 

var vals = []; 

// Populate the array 

for(var i = 0, l = lis.length; i 

vals.push(lis[i].innerHTML); 

// Sort it 

vals.sort(); 

// Sometimes you gotta DESC 

if(sortDescending) 

vals.reverse(); 

// Change the list on the page 
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for(var i = 0, l = lis.length; i 

lis[i].innerHTML = vals[i]; 
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